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International Team
Yi-Jing Lin, Ph.D.
Dr. Lin received his Ph.D. degree in Computer Science from Brown
University in 1995 and worked for IBM T. J. Watson Research Center
(USA), Compeq Manufacturing (Taiwan), and Trend Micro (Taiwan and
Japan). Dr. Lin has also taught at National Taipei University of

MyET is an online speaking training platform with over 3 million registered users. The platform

Education as an adjunct professor. He founded L Labs in 2002 and is

delivers more than 70,000 conversations containing 800,000 practical phrases and sentences

now the CEO of L Labs.

in courses designed for all learners -- from children to adults. Currently, MyET provides
courses for learners of English, Japanese and Chinese.

Tony Brearley
MyET analyzes spoken language and provides feedback and advice to help language students
become more ﬂuent and conﬁdent speakers. Alone, or in tandem with traditional

Mr. Brearley has been involved in Education since beginning his career as a
teacher of English as a foreign language and a teacher trainer in Japan in

books and e-learning programs, MyET allows learners to master their spoken

the early 1990s. It was during this time that he ﬁrst became part of the

language skills online!

Edvec team. He returned to the UK in 1998 and worked in the state
education sector, ﬁrst in primary schools and then in teaching young people
with Special Educational Needs. Mr. Brearley returned to Edvec as a Senior

Patents in 9 Countries

Project Manager in 2018 and now leads Edvecʼs UK oﬃce.

MyET's technology, the Automatic Speech

Basil Tonks

Analysis System (ASAS©), is based on unique

Mr. Tonks has over 25 years of experience in language education in

approaches to artiﬁcial intelligence, phonetics,

Asia. After studying Chinese history and language at the University of

and digital signal processing. ASAS is

Toronto, he did graduate work in East Asian Studies and Japanese

patented in 9 countries around the world.

language at the University of British Columbia. Since coming to Asia in
1992, he has been active in the research, design, production, and sale of
educational products and software throughout Asia and around the
world.

Ryouichi Tanaka
Mr. Tanaka joined Benesse corporation in 1981. He became president of
Benesse North America in 1990. After innovating new business models
in the Japanese daycare industry in the mid-1990's, he assumed the
position of vice president of Berlitz North America in 2000. In 2004, Mr.
Tanaka became president of Berlitz Japan and was responsible for the
launch of Global Tests of English Communication (GTEC) in Asia. Mr.
Tanaka is now the CEO of Global Vision Inc.
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MyET 4 Steps to Communicate with the World
P lan

MyET's training method will enable you to make rapid progress in your
language learning with just 10-15 minutes of study per day.

D o

It is very diﬃcult to master a language through reading and writing
alone. Speaking is the best way to improve your foreign language ability.
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Basic Functions of MyET
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MyET not only evaluates your pronunciation, pitch, timing, and
emphasis, but also gives you detailed feedback on how to improve.
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By continuing to train with MyET, you WILL acquire the ability to
conﬁdently speak in a foreign language.
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MyET Class Management
Track Progress and Create Online Learning

Pronunciation

Pitch

MyET not only gives you a

Whether you are studying Chinese,

pronunciation score, but also guides

English, or Japanese, MyET can

you to better pronunciation. By

accurately analyze your speech,

mastering the basics of good

syllable by syllable, and show you if

pronunciation, it's easier to become

your pitch is too high or too low.

Communities
Mobile Learning with Cloud Management
Learners can access MyET courses
on Windows PCs, iPhones, iPads,
Android phones, Android pads, or
Macs. All student data is stored on
MyET's cloud servers so teachers

a ﬂuent English, Mandarin or

or administrators can easily check

Japanese speaker.

Test Your Speaking Ability in Minutes
The MyET Speaking
Proﬁciency Test (SPT) is an
adaptive test of speaking
ability. The SPT was developed
in line with the theory
developed for the Elicited
Imitation Test designed by Ray
Graham of Brigham Young
University.

Emphasis

their learners' progress and results.

Instant Online Analysis
To train with MyET, all you
need to do is listen to model
sentences and imitate what
you hear. MyET will instantly
analyze your “Pronunciation,”

announcements, add or delete
students and even assign assistants
to help manage their classes using
the MyET Learning Management
System (LMS).
The LMS allows teachers to easily keep track of their studentsʼ
progress and results. Teachers can even establish online communities
where students can interact with their peers.

Personalized Diagnostic Reports
MyET can statistically analyze each
student's speaking performance to

Teachers can eﬃciently assign

produce a speaking diagnostic report.

homework and tests using MyET's

The report indicates which vowels or

teacher's tools. Students can

consonants need improvement and

access their assignments by simply

identiﬁes pitch, timing and emphasis

clicking on a link.

problems.

“Pitch,” “Timing,” and
“Emphasis” and oﬀer advice
for improvement.

Detailed Data for Each Learner

Timing

Misplaced stress can make your

The unfamiliar rhythm of a foreign

speech diﬃcult to understand and

language is often the main reason

may even change the meaning of

that foreign language learners sound

what you say. MyET will warn you

strange to native speakers. MyET

if you are placing accents on the

analyzes your speech and warns

wrong syllables.

you when you are speaking in an
unnatural way.

孶

Assign Homework and Tests in Seconds

Teachers can make

Automatic Grading

Data collected in the LMS includes
each learner's test scores, test taking
time, average grades and number of

The LMS also allows teachers to

tests taken.

review their students' grades or
see a detailed report on any
student. MyET's online teacher's
tools make class management a
breeze.
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MyET AI Classroom

MyET Online Speaking Contests

Language learning for the future

｜ Three Advantages of Online Speaking Contests

Using the most advanced artiﬁcial intelligence technology, AI Classroom's virtual instructors
teach interactively. The instructor's expressions, gestures, and voice responses vary
according to learner inputs, allowing students to learn in a more natural way.

｜

Teachers know that international competitions are a great way to increase learner motivation
and create better learning outcomes. However, for many schools, the cost of holding or
participating in an international contest is too high. MyET's online speaking contests break
through the barriers of time and space to allow students from around the world to compete

1.Your Digital Tutor

together on the Internet.

AI Classroom employs proven language teaching

1. Immediate Results

theories along with practical teaching strategies
proven eﬀective in the classroom. Itʼs like having

Participants see their results immediately in a global ranking table.

a tutor in your home.

2. More Language Practice
Learners can participate in a contest multiple
times, leading to more language input/output
practice.

2. Personalized Learning

3. More Chances to Participate

AI Classroom customizes
lessons to each studentʼs ability
and progress. Personalized
study allows every learner to
master course content

Whether it is midnight or 6 o'clock in the
morning, whether participants are in Rio,
Hanoi, Tokyo, or Beijing, anyone can join a
contest by simply taking out their mobile
device.

eﬀectively and achieve their
learning objectives.

About Edvec
Established in 1997, the Educational Venture Corporation (Edvec) provides educational materials and software,
classroom management tools and teacher training programs to educational service providers around the world. Edvec

3. Interactive Lessons

specializes in providing 4-skill, self-study, English, Japanese and Chinese language training programs.

AI Classroom lessons are

Our best-selling language learning program is MyET (My English Tutor). MyET is a self-study, listening and speaking

interactive and learner-centered.
Gone are the days of “one-way”
online learning.

training app that is used by over 3 million language students around the world. MyET analyzes spoken language and
provides feedback and advice to help learners become more ﬂuent and conﬁdent speakers.
Our newest program, Nihongo dojo, is a self-study Japanese language program designed for young people thinking of
studying or working in Japan. With Nihongo dojo learners master all four language skills online -- including listening
AND speaking. With courses for both beginners and advanced learners, Nihongo dojo delivers a new more eﬀective way
to master Japanese!
We believe that learning is a lifelong process which empowers every person to grow personally and contribute positively
to his or her society. We aim to support learning at home, at school, in the workplace and in the wider community with
products and consulting services that meet the ever-changing needs of our clients. Ultimately, our goal is to help all of
our clients realize their dreams through education.
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